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		Black Maca Powder (250 Grams)


	     54 reviews  



	Sometimes called ‘Peruvian Ginseng’, Maca is a gift from a lost civilization. This remarkable superfood supports endurance, stamina, bone density, and promotes sexual and reproductive health.* From enhancing performance in the bedroom to boosting energy levels and supporting overall well-being, Maca is nature’s ultimate nutritional powerhouse.* Tastes great too! 



Units Sold: 10,039

	
		Rated 4.28 out of 5 based on 47 customer ratings
								(47 customer reviews)
						


USD$ 19.99

In stock


	             

	
		
		
		Black Maca Powder (250 Grams) quantity
	
	

Add to cart
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Maca is a Gift from a Lost Civilization

Black maca powder (Lepidium meyenni), also called Peruvian Ginseng, has been a popular herbal supplement in the West for years now. It has reached such a wide audience that many people now recognize its name.

This can be illustrated by the fact that the second most looked for the item to buy in our search bar on this site has been for Maca. That fact alone is why we started looking for a prime source of the stuff to put on offer.

[image: ]

What is Maca?

Maca has been used for thousands of years by the peoples of the Andes as a staple food. Its ability to grow at elevations between 4,000 m (13,123 ft) and 4,500 m (14,764 ft) are what makes this plant so special. It thrives there because the extreme environment (freezing temperatures, hard sunlight, constant high winds) favors those plants that reside mostly underground, hence Maca and papas (commonly known as potatoes).

It was ‘found’ by the Spaniards probably sometime before 1553 when the first account of it was recorded. A hundred years later, a priest referred to, “the use of the root for fertility and as a stimulant.”[2]*

The Maca found in supplements is the root of the plant. It looks similar to a potato and comes in just as many colors. There is generally considered three colors that have slightly different effects in people. These are:

	White Maca (sometimes Yellow in color)
	Red Maca (sometimes more Pink in color)
	Black Maca (sometimes Purple in color)


Maca is actually part of the mustard family. This is where it probably gets the name of Pepper Grass and Pepper Weed. It is not related to the potato as many would assume but more closely related to things like turnips (obvious) and cabbage (not so obvious).

Maca has been researched quite extensively and much of the effects it is claimed to possess have been validated. Much is, however, still a mystery.

The two main things Maca is known for in the West is for its ability to promote healthy performance in the bedroom and as a nutritional powerhouse.* We shall review both of these in turn.

[image: maca-powder-and-root]
Maca Supports Healthy Performance in the Bedroom*

Perhaps the greatest mystery is how exactly it assists the body in promoting healthy performance in the bedroom.* Multiple studies have shown that it is not through the normal pathways like increasing androgens or estrogen or lowering anxiety or depression levels. [3,4]

One of these studies found, “that compared with placebo Maca had no effect on any of the hormones studied nor did the hormones show any changes over time,” yet it promoted healthy performance in the bedroom and desire in the group it was administered too. [3]*

Thoughts are that maybe it is the macamides, which are a lipid compound in Maca. A lipid extract of Maca has been found to produce these effects.*

Nutritional Composition

Traditionally, Maca has been used as a food source. Being one of the few plants that grow so high in elevation while also being so nourishing for the body, it makes sense that this was eaten in multiple dishes and ways throughout the day.

It contains an abnormally high nutrient profile for being an edible tuber. These three data sets are from the 1960’s but are still valid.[5]

[image: screen-shot-2016-11-27-at-5-38-58-pm]

Unlike carrots, turnips, and potatoes which have a low-density of nutrients, dried Maca is more akin to seeds and cereals such as maize and rice.[5]

It contains more amino acids than carrots and potatoes and is higher in healthy fats than most roots.[5]

[image: screen-shot-2016-11-27-at-5-39-22-pm]

The minerals are high for a root. [5] Click here to see our full mineral test of the Maca we carry.

[image: screen-shot-2016-11-27-at-5-40-03-pm]Iron, Manganese, Copper, Zinc, Sodium, Potassium, Calcium


Maca’s Other Benefits

Chinese Medicine views this as a warm food. Its applications are nourishing, building and have a tonifying effect on the body.[6]*

Maca has also been traditionally used and found to be helpful in the following areas:

	Increase endurance/stamina*
	Helps the body build muscle*
	Adaptogenic Effects [7,8,9]*
	Promotes healthy bone density [10]*
	Memory stabilization and neuroprotective effects [11,12]*


Recently, Maca has been enjoying a resurgence of one of its traditional uses which is that of a stimulant. There are now a few companies that promote it as a coffee substitute.

There is no associated “crash” like may occur with caffeine and it has been shown to help stimulate and modulate the stress response.[7,8,9]*

If the idea of giving up the ritual of your morning coffee is too much though, throwing some Maca into it gives it an excellent flavor and can help mitigate the effects of crashing later in the day by working on the adrenals. This effect is similar to how adding mushrooms like Reishi to coffee helps mitigate coffee’s overstimulating aspects.

Black Maca

This is the type of Maca we are currently selling. It is Certified Organic, 100% pure raw black Maca root powder.

This type has been found to be the best at increasing energy levels.*

It also is especially good for supporting men’s performance in the bedroom.* The variant of Black Maca appears to be the most effective at protecting the genitals of all the Maca colors.[13]*

We do not want to ignore the ladies though and are looking into obtaining Red Maca which seems to be better for them as well as for male prostate health in general.

That being said, women will certainly benefit from consuming Black Maca, especially in regards to sustaining their energy levels as well as the other effects mentioned above for all the colors.

The Differences Between Gelatinized and Raw?

Gelatinized Maca is just lightly roasted. Unfortunately, this process can degrade the amino acids so nutritionally, it is not as good as that of the raw.

Dosage Instructions

The recommended dosage is 10 grams per day this is approximately 1 Tbsp per day. This stuff is dense.

Studies have found that dosages as small as 1 tsp can have an effect on people so you can certainly experiment with smaller than the minimum dose. Some people appear to be very sensitive with Maca and can get the benefits on a lower dose.

We, however, wish for it to be used as it is traditionally used, that of a supplemental food source. And because of its raw form, more is needed than would be the case with an extract. As always, experiment and find what works for you.

Contraindications

As far as can be discerned so far, there is no know contraindications when consuming Maca. More scientific testing is of course needed to make sure this is so.

The only drug interaction we found was in a study done, “…with ED resulting from the use of SSRIs (selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors) to treat depression…The 16 in both dosing groups combined showed an increase in scores for libido (14).”
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*These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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WARNING: Consuming this product can expose you to chemicals including Arsenic, Cadmium & Lead, which is known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov/food.

For more information on what this warning is, visit https://lostempireherbs.com/california-prop-65





			

					
				
	Additional information


	Weight	10.5 oz
	Dimensions	11 × 8 × 2 in
	Type	Raw Black Root Powder


	Product Of	Peru


	Certified 100% Organic	Yes


	Dietary	Gluten Free, Paleo Friendly, Vegan Friendly


	Does Not Contain	GMO’s, Fillers, Preservatives, Added Sugar, Artificial Flavorings or Colorings


	ISBN	0672713232506


	Alt. Title	Organic Raw Black Maca Powder for Sexual Support & Strength (Peruvian Ginseng) 8.81oz (250g)


	Alt. Short Description	Maca is known for its ability to promote healthy sexual function and as being a nutritional powerhouse.
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				Lab Results
Raw Maca

	Identity Certificate of Analysis (Customer-Friendly)
	Identity Certificate of Analysis (Technical)
	Heavy Metals and Microbiology Certificate of Analysis
	GMO Certificate of Analysis


Heavy Metals details for Maca shown below. For more on our Heavy Metal Grading System go here.

	Heavy Metals	Arsenic	Cadmium	Lead	Mercury	Average Grade/Max Dosage
	Test Results (ppm)	0.142	0.301	0.199	0	
	Max Dose Levels (mcg)	1.42	3.01	1.99	0	10 g / 1 Tbsp
	Max Dose Levels (mcg)	[image: ]	[image: ]	[image: ]	[image: ]	[image: ]


[image: WARNING]WARNING: Consuming this product can expose you to chemicals including Lead, which is known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov/food.

For more information on California’s Proposition 65 warning see our blog post here.

			

					
				FAQ
Details about Black Maca Powder:




What is Maca?
 Maca (Lepidium meyenni italicize), is a “herbaceous biennial plant of the crucifer family native to the high Andes of Peru.” What we sell and is commonly sold is the taproot of the plant. This root has been used much like potatoes (another root) as a staple food source of the Peruvian peoples for many, many generations. 



Where does it come from?
 Peru 



Where does Maca grow?
 Maca is grown in the Andes Mountains in the same conditions that potatoes originated from. High elevations with extreme conditions produce the best maca. Many Chinese companies purchased most of the crop of two years of maca, causing a sharp increase in price recently. They did this to grow maca in China to become a supplier themselves. Unfortunately, the maca they grew in those lowlands was basically crap compared to Peruvian maca.



What does this Maca taste like?
 It tastes a bit like graham crackers, some form of a cake-esque mixture or Japanese sweet potatoes depending on how you ask. It is on the malty side of sweet. For this reason, it is perfect to mix into lots of things like coffee, smoothies, and many baked foods to make them healthier. Sweet Potatoes with maple syrup, butter (or ghee), cinnamon and maca make an excellent dish.



Is Maca safe?
Maca is really safe! We have found no mention of allergies in the literature though that doesn’t mean it isn’t possible. Since it is a food, it can be consumed in large amounts daily which just goes to show how safe it is.

The only issue that some may have with maca is by eating the raw form, gastrointestinal issues such as bloating or gas may arise. This is really easy to remedy just by consuming maca that has been roasted a bit. This is called gelatinized maca.



Is Maca Vegan?
Yes.





Quality:




Which Maca supplement is the best?
We suggest raw maca if you do not have trouble digestion the starches in maca. If you do, you should take the gelatinized maca.



Is there anything else in the product?
No, just raw black maca root.



What is the difference between raw and gelatinized?
Gelatinized maca is just raw maca that has been roasted a bit as to make the digestion of its starches easier. If in consuming raw maca, you find yourself getting gassy or a bloated feeling, then switching to gelatinized could solve this problem. 





How to Take Black Maca Powder:




How do I take this product?
 There are a few ways to consume Maca:
You can take it straight and chase it with water.

You can mix it into smoothies, coffee or juices

You can cook with it. Its natural sweetness goes well with many dessert foods. 




Does this come in capsules?
No. But most people, in general, like how Maca tastes.



How long will this product last?
The 8-ounce bag will last 3 weeks at the recommended dosage of 1 Tbsp per day. You can definitely take less and extend that time by a lot!



Do I take this product every day?
In the mountains of Peru, it is commonly eaten everyday in large amounts as a food. It is therefore very safe to consume large amounts of Maca root daily. 



When to take Maca??
 You can take maca at any time of the day and best effects will be found by taking it multiple times in the day. However, it is known to give energy so it may be a good idea to take it in the morning and right before workouts. Find what works best for you. 






Effects:



How long till this product works?
You may notice more energy the very day you take the product. Others might not notice anything for a few weeks or until they stop taking the product. Maca’s effects can be very subtle just like any herb depending on your dosage and sensitivity.



Is Maca good for athletes?
 Extremely. Maca is known for its energy-boosting properties. This is the primary reason athletes take maca. It is sometimes claimed as an adaptogen as well which means it will help with recovery.



Is Maca good for men?
 Extremely. We highly recommend it for most men. Circumstances depending of course. 



Is Maca good for hair/skin/nails?
 This is not a traditional area that Maca is known to help but it does contain many minerals, vitamins, and phytonutrients that could potentially help to keep these areas healthy. 



How does Maca increase libido?
 The mechanism for how Maca helps with libido is not currently known. What is known is that it does not do so by increasing sex hormones in the body. This is normally how an increase in libido is achieved. 



How does Maca help with fertility?
 This is the same answer as the answer to the above question. 





Side Effects and Contraindications:




Who can take this product?
 Basically anyone. You may want to avoid giving it to younger people 18 years of age and under as it does affect the libido, though it does not do this by altering sex hormones. Otherwise, it is even safe for children to consume. 



Is Maca safe during pregnancy?
 Yes, actually this is one of the few herbs that can be taken during pregnancy. Just like Pine Pollen, Maca is more of food then an herb. In places in Peru, it is eaten daily, even if pregnant. Maca does not contain hormone-like substances like soy or other plants containing phytoestrogens. This means it will not have change or disrupt the hormone cycles of pregnancy. Since there are few herbs that can be taken while pregnant for safety reasons, we highly encourage the consumption of the ones that can be.



Is Maca safe while breastfeeding?
 This is hard to say actually. From everything that is known about Maca, you would definitely think so, especially with what was said about the pregnancy issue above. There have been no studies done on this though so we will have to leave it up to you to do your dull diligence in deciding for yourself if this is right for you. We do not recommend it as a matter of course.





Does Maca cause acne?
 No. It does not alter sexual hormones which may cause acne. Acne primarily comes from a poor diet of rancid fats, sugary foods, and additives and other unnatural chemicals added to food.





Combinations with Other Herbs:




What other products can I take with this product?
 You can combine this product with any of the herbs we sell.





 

			

					
				Shipping & Refunds
At Lost Empire Herbs, we strive to provide our customers with quality products and services. You can shop confidently with our hassle-free 365-day satisfaction window on qualified orders and products.

Please review the policy details stated below. If you have additional questions or need assistance, contact the Lost Empire Herbs support team at [email protected] or 1-866-764-3727[image: ]

Shipping Cost:

The cost of shipping varies depending on location. Free shipping is provided on USA orders over $100 USD (before taxes and fees), and free shipping is provided on CA and MX orders over $ 175 USD (before taxes and fees).

Delivery Times:

Delivery times will vary depending on the destination. The Lost Empire Herbs facility is located in Kansas City, Mo. The processing and packaging of orders in our facility typically take 1-3 business days. Our shipping department ships daily, Monday through Friday, excluding holidays. This timeline may be delayed during sales and around holidays.

[image: ]

Need Faster Shipping?

We will happily take requests from customers who desire a quicker processing time. We understand our herbs are used to improve and support optimal health. If you need your herbs or formulas quicker, please email us directly at [email protected] before placing your order.

Located in Australia or New Zealand? 

Lost Empire Herbs has partnered with Revivify Health based out of Australia. Shop a large selection of authentic Lost Empire Herbs products, and enjoy quicker shipping times and reduced fees! By purchasing from Revivify, you must adhere to the policies set forth by Revivify Health as they differ from Lost Empire Herbs. Click here to shop at Revivify Health.

International Shipments: 

Lost Empire Herbs is not liable for customs fees or duties the destination country may impose. Customs fees are the responsibility of the importer or the recipient of the goods, and any fees or taxes assessed by the destination country are the buyer’s responsibility. Please know any fees your country may impose before purchasing from Lost Empire Herbs. Orders returned to Lost Empire Herbs due to unpaid destination county import fees may be refunded, excluding the cost of shipping when the order is returned to Lost Empire Herbs.

Returns and Exchanges: 

Not satisfied? No problem; Lost Empire Herbs offers a 365 satisfaction window on qualified orders/products. Click here to learn if you qualify for a refund, exchange, or store credit.

Shipping Restrictions:

Unfortunately, there are shipping restrictions in some countries. This is due to import regulations, product regulations, or regulations related to the pandemic. Click here to learn more.

Unable to Place an Order: 

If you cannot order on our website due to shipping restrictions, we may still be able to help! Please complete this shipping request form, and we will contact you directly to determine the best way to get you an order.

Missing Package?

Is your package lost or undelivered? Email us directly at [email protected], and our team will provide options to ensure you receive your order or provide alternative options.
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REVIEWS DISCLAIMER

These products are dietary supplements and are not intended to diagnose, treat cure or prevent any disease. Reviews are not intended as a substitute for appropriate medical care or the advice of a physician or another medical professional. Actual results may vary among users. Lostempireherbs.com makes no warranty or representation, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy or validity of the information contributed by outside product review submissions, and assumes no responsibility or liability regarding the use of such information.
The information and statements regarding the dietary supplements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. If you have a medical condition or disease, please talk to your health care provider. If you are currently taking a prescription medication, you should work with your health care provider before discontinuing any drug or altering any drug regimen, including augmenting your regimen with dietary supplements.

Do not attempt to self-diagnose any disease or ailment based on the reviews and do not use the information contained herein for diagnosing or treating a health problem or disease. Proper medical care is critical to good health. If you have a health concern or suspect you have an undiagnosed sign or symptom, please consult a physician or health care practitioner.






© 2024 Lost Empire Herbs. All Rights Reserved
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